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Our P.E focus this half term will be developing our dance skills.  

 We will learn to develop our dance skills. 

 We will learn to move confidently and safely in our own personal 
space. We will learn the 5 elements of dance: gesture, movement, 
jump, turn and stillness. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Play music at home and dance with your child. Practise dancing to vari-
ous types of music including slow and fast tempo. 

Religious Education (R.E.) 

Our R.E focus will be centred around stories of Hinduism. We will be:  

 Understanding what Hindus believe that God is represented in  
different forms. 

 Exploring how Krishna is represented in Hindu stories 

 Exploring Hindu teachings on success. 

 Exploring the themes of punishment and forgiveness. 

How can you help your child at home? 

- Compare your family’s religious beliefs to Hinduism.  

Physical Education (P.E.) 

Computing 

Our focus in computing this term will be centred around online 
safety. We  will be learning to: 
 Gain a greater understanding of the impact that sharing 
digital content can have.  
 Review sources of support when using technology.  
 Review children’s responsibility to one another in their 
online behaviour.  
 Be aware of appropriate and inappropriate text, photo-
graphs and videos and the impact of sharing these online.  
 
How can you help your child at home? 
- Talk to your child about online safety. Use our ‘Think S.M.A.R.T., 
use your heart’ poster to help them remember the safety rules. You 
can find this poster on our school website. 

Our art focus this term we will explore movement in art by looking at the 
work of various artists and famous artwork.. 
 

 The children will have the opportunity to create a variety of their own 
artwork to represent figures and forms in movement.  

 We will be  exploring various artists with a focus on drawing, 
  

How can you help your child at home? 
- Explore and practise drawing techniques at home. Think about the 
movement of your own bodies.  

Art and Design and Technology (D.T) 

Our focus in Spanish will be reviewing  what we have learnt previously. 

 We will reviewing body parts, colours and numbers. 

 

How can you help your child at home? 

- Encourage your child to practise their Spanish at home. 

Watch and sing along to Spanish songs on YouTube such as animals, colours 
and numbers. 

Spanish 

 

 Your child should wear their P.E. kit to school every Wednesday and Fri-
day . 

 Check your child’s Class Dojo learning profile on the Class Dojo website or 
Class Dojo app daily. 

 Home learning books will be collected every Wednesday. Check your 
child’s home learning book to see when their reading books will be 

Please remember... 

Our science focus this half term is the study of Animals Including Humans. 
We will be:   

 Understanding different life cycles of living things. With a particular 
focus on the human life cycle.   

 Describing the changes that affect humans from birth to old age.  

 Explaining what puberty is and how it causes physical changes in 
boys and girls . 

How can you help your child at home? 
- Discuss the different stages of the human life cycle.  

Science 



 We will continue to develop fluency, expression and intonation in 
reading, focusing particularly on comprehension skills and under-
standing what we have read. 

 We shall be learning to write information texts 

 We will be working on developing our vocabulary in order to de-
scribe settings in more detail.   

 In our grammar lessons we will be focusing on:  using conjunctions, 
fronted adverbials  as well as well using expanded noun phrases.  

 
How can you help your child at home? 
- Read to and listen to your child read everyday. Model reading with ex-
pression and encourage them to read for pleasure. Talk to your child 
about what they have read and encourage them to answer questions 
about the text, as well as expressing their own opinions. 
- Encourage your child to practise writing for different purposes and 
practise what we have learnt. Read writing back to check it makes sense. 
- Create a vocabulary journal where new words can be added each week 
to build on their general and technical vocabulary. 
- Keep a dictionary and a thesaurus on hand at home to use to help with 
any written work they are asked to complete. 

This half term, we will be focusing on Addition and Subtraction.  We will 
be learning to: 
 

 Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including 
using formal written methods. 

 Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers. 

 Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the 
context of a problem, levels of accuracy. 

 Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, decid-
ing which operations and methods to use and why. 

 
How can you help your child at home? 
- Explore mathematical concepts in real life context. 
- Continue to learn ALL of the times tables and their corresponding division 
facts. Continue to se purple mash and timetables rockstars to support this.  

Our topic this term is ‘Magnificent Mountains’. We will be learning 
to : 

 Explain how mountains are formed. 

 Use maps and atlases to locate the key mountain ranges of the 
world?. 

 Locate and explore mountains in the United Kingdom. 
 
 Describe the key features of mountain ranges.  
 
 The different types of mountains and how they differ in the way 

they are created.  
 
How can you help your child at home? 
- Research famous mountains and mountain ranges of the world and 
find  out lots of facts and information.   

English 

Mathematics 

Our Topic Learning 

Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE) 
Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural (SMSC) 

In  geography, we will  be learning to:  
 
 Find and know where the main mountain regions are in the UK 

 Know key differences between living in the UK and in a country 
in North or South America 

 Know the names of a number of the world’s highest mountains. 
 
 Begin to use Google Earth to locate a country or place of inter-

est where there are mountain ranges. 
 
How can you help your child at home? 
-Locate famous mountain ranges using maps on your electrical devices. 
-Investigate how many miles and the direction you would 
have to travel to visit different mountain ranges across the 
world..—- Make a poster or presentation about all the 
knowledge about mountains you have learnt. 

Geography  

Music 

This half term we will be focusing on:  
 
 We will continue to sing songs building rhythm, melody and rounds. 

 We will continue to learn how to play the drums. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Listen to music and encourage your child to give their opinion using ap-
propriate vocabulary, as well as talk about how the music makes them 
feel. 

In PSHE, we will be exploring how stay safe and healthy.We will be 
learning to: 

 Explain some of the risks associated with smoking (physical, 
social, and legal) and name the addictive ingredient found in 
cigarettes, e-cigs, etc. 

 Describe how smoking can affect your immediate and future 
health and well being.  

 Give reasons why someone might start and continue to smoke.  

 Identify and use skills and strategies to resist any pressure to 
smoke.  

How can you help your child at home? 

- Discuss and encourage your child to talk about what it means to col-
laborate with others and work as part of a team. 

- Discuss and answer any questions your child may have about being 
part of a school, local or religious community.  

- Talk about the learning charter they have created in school and what 
the expectations for learning are in the classroom. Encourage them to 
take the same approach with their home learning. 


